
HOW TO WRITE A 30 SECOND RADIO COMMERCIAL

The structure for a successful 30 second radio ad project divides the time into four parts, which allows for a maximum of
2 to 3 short sentences.

So radio is no place for laundry lists of features or corporate drivel. From a selling standpoint, humor is hit and
miss. Step 4: Amplify the Pain. First, you need a writer who understands radio. With Music Radio, the music
is the attraction but often as background noise. It takes a plausible, brief plot and an announcer who
understands the drama of the situation. Even a second, single-voice radio spot that speaks directly to the
consumer needs to be a story. One of my favorite dialog formats it to have one person who knows something
about a product or service and another person who doesn't know anything about it but who could benefit from
it. Direct Response Radio: 15 Tips for Writing Ads that Work by Dean Rieck Note: Back in when I wrote this
article, generating phone calls was the primary call to action for direct response radio ads. For example, if the
product in the ad is called Red Widget, having redwidget. Most copywriters begin with the first line of the
commercial. Ask each radio station to provide the listener demographics applicable to your products â€”
including age, income and gender â€” to find the best match for your advertising campaign. Using the portable
charger as an example, the benefit for the listeners can be described as never missing an important call again,
or being caught without a usable phone when you need it most. Keep it simple. However, funny and effective
are two different things. And this vacation will last for the rest of your life. Stand back and let him or her do
what you're paying for. Here, experts weigh on how to write and produce a great radio ad. Add an Incentive
Offering an incentive gives listeners a reason to call immediately, rather than waiting. Did that sentence get
your attention? Get them to describe how it's benefited them. Use announcer copy and sound effects to help
listeners picture a scene.


